
WAS GOD A STAR-TRAVELER?

A revelation by Anthony Carr:

I remember vividly that dark and windy October night, many years ago, when I
received the amazing revelation that I am about to relate:

I was sitting by the fireside in my home, by the lake, feeling discontent and restless,
so I took a book from my large library of mystic and occult literature and began to peruse
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through it. The volume was called Religious Iconography of The Ancient World, written
by an obscure nineteenth century academic.

I was studying a picture of a religious artifact representing The Sacred Scarab Beetle,
used by the ancient Egyptian priesthood, when – without warning – the book suddenly
flew from my hands and landed at my feet, upside down!

I saw immediately, from this angle, that the picture of the insect was quite different. It
actually portrayed very clearly the image of a gigantic spacecraft landing or leaving in a
blaze of fire and smoke! This revelation was the beginning of my lifelong obsession with
the idea that the Star-traveler, or “Lord of Lords,” had visited the Earth in ancient times,
and his appearance is revealed in the images of pagan literature, as well as in the Bible
and possibly the Koran.

The Scarab Beetle has long been regarded as an ancient Egyptian symbol of myth and
magic. But is it a beetle?

After all, what would a dung beetle have to do with religion, reverence and
mysticism? Perhaps it is not a beetle at all!

For five thousand years we may have been looking at this picture from the wrong
angle. Turn it upside down and you will see an amazing image, that of a magnificent
spacecraft which is landing (or blasting off) in an explosion of light and flames! (See
front cover.)

Now we can see why this image, when viewed from the proper perspective, was held
in such reverence and high regard by The Ancients!

The mystical, magical Scarab Beetle of Egypt was for thousands of years an object of
reverence, but “modern day” people have been looking at it upside down! Which is to say
wrong side up.
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NOT THIS SIDE UP… …BUT THIS SIDE UP!

This is a photograph of the ancient Egyptian religious artifact which clearly does not
show the image of the Sacred Scarab Beetle. But…
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…CAN YOU NOW SEE THE SPACESHIP?

Was God A Star-Traveler?

There is a passage in the Bible which describes the landing of a huge spacecraft. God, in
the form of a Star-traveler, helps David defeat his enemies.

From Psalm 18:

“In my distress I called upon The Lord for help.” (...David is in trouble so he
communicates with his protector, The Star-traveler, on Mount Sinai.)
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“From his temple (the UFO) he heard my voice, and I am saved from mine enemies.”
(...Message received and understood.)

“Then the Earth reeled and rocked; the foundations also of the mountain trembled and
quaked because He was angry.” (...The powerful engines of the spacecraft cause
earthquake-like reverberations throughout the immediate area.)

“Then smoke went up from his nostrils (emissions from the rocket exhausts) and
devouring fire from his mouth; glowing coals flamed forth from Him.” (...The heat from
the engines burns the grasses, shrubs and kindles stones in the immediate vicinity; the
heat becomes so intense as the engines accelerate that small rocks in the vicinity of the
thrusting, blasting rockets begin to ignite.)

“He rode on a cherub, and flew; He came swiftly upon the wings of the wind.

“He smote mine enemies with arrows of lightning.” (...Laser rays from the UFO?)

“The Lord also thundered in the heavens and The Most High uttered his voice at the
blast of the breath of thy nostrils.” (... The craft rumbled, roared and accelerated
overhead....)

No wonder David sang the Lord’s praises – he would have been a dead duck without
Him!

Translation by Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

“THE HEART OF MAN IS DECEITFUL ABOVE ALL THINGS, AND DESPERATELY
WICKED!”

(From the Book of Jeremiah)

“The time is nigh when I must die; and so my friend it’s soon goodbye. But ‘ere I go,
please don’t forget, this evil world must meet its end!

Ta-ta, farewell, so-long, salute, till Messiah descends from the stars to you! No peace
shall there be till the Master begins, to winnow these herds then start o’er ag'in. Let the
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culling take place, let the sheep herders gather, for only They know for sure what's the
matter! And then, maybe then, will we all stand up tall, when the sins of this world are
purged once and all!...

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

“...And all the inhabitants of this Earth shall witness many catastrophes, each one
more devastating than the last, which will cause sea-beds and continents to interchange,
submerging kingdoms to create space for the new! One, catastrophic single day shall hurl
to ruin the massive form and fabric of the world, which shall then fall headlong into the
void! The whole firmament, that which is the sky and the stars of heaven, shall crash
down on to the divine Earth.... Then shall flow a ceaseless cataract of raging fire that will
burn land and sea. The firmament of heaven and the stars – and the very creation itself –
shall meld into one molten mass! Then no more shall there be the twinkling orbs; no
night, no dawn, no constant days, no spring, no summer, no winter, no autumn. One,
single day shall see the burial of mankind! All that the long forbearance of fortune has
produced, all that has been raised to eminence, and all that is famous and beautiful –
great thrones, great nations – all shall descend into the abyss, everything overthrown in
just one Cosmic hour! The vengeance of the Lord’s flames shall burst asunder the very
framework of the crust of the Earth, until this spinning Globe is no more than a burnt out
piece of cinder – hurtling through space! And this, because all the world has become
Sodom and Gomorrah! (…In short, we’re not going to be having very much fun!)

“Yet, for some, there is still hope! Resurrection! Redemption! And Safety!...”

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

IS THERE HOPE FOR THE DEAD?

NEVER MIND THE BORN-AGAIN CHRISTIANS....

HOW ABOUT: CLONED-AGAIN CHRISTIANS?

All the peoples of the world, with their many silly religions, will look on in wonder when
the Star-travelers return – the TRUE GODS WHO WILL STOP THE CARNAGE AND
KILL THE POPULATIONS TO WINNOW THE HERDS!!! AND THEY SHALL
RAISE THE DEAD – LIKE THE PHOENIX RISING FROM ITS ASHES – BY
CLONING THE BONES OF THE DEAD!!! AND THEN SHALL YOU KNOW YOUR
MOTHER, FATHER, BROTHER, SISTER, AS YOU KNEW THEM IN LIFE….
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“…The hand of the Lord (Star-traveler) was upon me, and he brought me out by
the Spirit of the Lord, and set me down in the midst of the valley. It was full of
(human) bones! He led me round among them; and behold, there were very many
upon the valley; and lo, they were very dry. And he said to me:
‘Son of man, can these bones live?’
“And I answered,
‘O Lord God, thou knowest.’
“Again, He said to me:
‘Prophesy to these bones, and say to them: “O dry bones, hear the word of the Lord
(Star-traveler). Thus says the Lord God to these bones: – ‘Behold, I will cause
breath to enter you, and you shall live! And I will lay sinews upon you, and will
cause flesh to come upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath in you, and
you shall live! And you shall know that I am the Lord’…
“So I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I prophesied, there was a noise, and
behold, a rattling!... And the bones came together – bone to its bone! And as I
looked, there were sinews on them, and flesh had come upon them, and skin had
covered them! But there was no breath in them. Then He said to me:
‘Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man, and say to the breath, thus says the
Lord God: Come from the four wings, O breath, and breath upon these slain, that
they may live.’
“So I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath came into them, and they
stood upon their feet – an exceedingly great host!
Then he said to me:
‘Son of man, Prophesy, and say to them, thus says the Lord God: Behold, I will
open your graves, and raise you from your graves!’”

[EZEKIEL 37:1-12]

Now it may be true that this was an allegory for the eventual coming together of the
Jews into their own homeland (Israel), but as far as I am concerned, its deeper meaning –
and that is what “allegory” means: a deeper meaning beneath the prima facie one – is that
this “Lord” or Star-traveler possessed the power to raise the dead through some
heretofore unknown knowledge of cloning. Hence, the origin of the song: – “♪ Oh, the
leg bone’s connected to the hip bone, the hip bone’s connected to the back bone – now
hear the word of the Lord” – etc., etc..

And so, you shall live again – born again cloned! Not a replicate, not a duplicate –
but actually you!

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

* * *

“…The living know that they will die, but the dead know nothing, and they have no more
reward; the memory of them is lost.”

[ECCLESIASTES 10:5]
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* * *

“…Thus he spoke, and then he said to them, our friend, Lazarus, has fallen asleep. But I
go to awaken him out of sleep….”

[JESUS, JOHN 11:11]

* * *

“When he had said this, he cried with a loud voice, ‘Lazarus, come forth….’” (But
unfortunately he came fifth and lost the race! Oops! – sorry about that.)

[JESUS, JOHN 11:43]

* * *

“The dead man came out, his hands and feet bound with bandages and his face wrapped
with a cloth. Jesus said to them, ‘unbind him, and let him go.’”

[JOHN 11:44]

* * *

“…So it is with the resurrection of the dead. What is sown is perishable, what is raised is
imperishable.”

[I CORINTHIANS 15:42]

* * *

Dead is, as sleep is, in that the dead are unconscious and cannot do anything. However,
the Creator (the Supreme Star-Traveler) can bring back the dead by means of cloning
each individual’s DNA. He shall be resurrected WHOLE BODIED! Even if all limbs be
missing!!

God (the Supreme Star-Traveler) promises that the dead shall be resurrected to life in
a righteous new world, in a righteous new body! But those who will be resurrected must
remain in death until the King of the Universe once again returns to give them life.

When God (the Supreme Star-Traveler) restores life, each person shall recognize
himself, his friends, and his family. Despite physical decomposition, that individual shall
rise up with a fresh new body and a fresh new start, with the prospect of living forever!

* * *

The Star-traveling Gods will resurrect your “dead” loved ones through their sophisticated
method of DNA engineering, life’s very essence that resides deep in the cells of the bones
of our dearly departed! And you will know your mother, father, sister, brother, as you
know them in this life….

* * *
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King David of Old Testament Bible fame made many references in his numerous psalms
to “The Lord above.” “The Lord who is in his holy temple on his throne above;” and “He
shall rain down red-hot coals on the wicked from his temple on high.” Scariest of all was
his description of the Lord: “...His eyes glowed red and his raiment shone like the moon;
...he walked with feet like a calves foot....” Sounds to me like the description of an
astronaut, such as had landed on the moon in 1969. I believe – I predict! – that these
Biblical gods will one day return – and soon! (P.S. – And it may not be as much fun as
some people imagine it might be. Take note, O'Israel, who still awaits The Messiah! Be
mindful of what you wish for – you just might get it!)

* * *

It is my speculation that ancient Mayans could have been the original “Gods from space,”
along with early Egyptian pharaohs. This may surely come to light after 2023 – and
beyond!

* * *

After the turmoil, God (the Star-traveler) shall let Himself be reconciled with Mankind by
the blood, the tears and the prayers of the righteous.... Then will the period of truth
begin....

* * *

In the near future, many citizens world-wide of every nationality, race, color, creed and
sexual persuasion will be taken heavenward in the blink of an eye, as Star-travelers
“beam them up!” In some religious circles this is referred to as The Rapture, particularly
by the JWs (Jehovah's Witnesses).

* * *

Eventually the human race will go the way of the dodo, save the few taken by “God” (see
Enoch, in Old Testament, Genesis 5:24) to colonize other Earth-like planets, as this planet
itself was once colonized by Extraterrestrials a.k.a. Gods.

* * *

Here is another theory that Ezekiel, of Christian Bible fame, was taken aboard a UFO by
a Star-traveler (and/or God), but apparently against his will.... When I was a boy, and was
forced to go to church, I was always intrigued by the phrase “...and he ascended into
heaven...” which several of the biblical chappie's apparently had a habit of doing. Back
then, I had a childish notion of a white-bearded prophet being propelled upwards – like a
rocket – until he vanished into the clouds, leaving a crowd of slack-jawed observers
witnessing the event.

It was a mystery, and to me utter nonsense; that is, until I began reading Ezekiel's
Bible contribution from a modern day point of view. Then I started wondering if, perhaps,
the “ascending into heaven” reports could be factual rather than fantasy. Ezekiel reports
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that a “whirlwind came out of the north and four living creatures stepped from it, and
they had the likeness of a man.” He didn't say they were men, only that they resembled
men. (Perhaps guys in space suits?)

* * *

Men in biblical times didn't understand the concept of a spaceship and of course would
describe them in terms that only they could understand: “...And The Lord went before
them by day in a pillar of cloud to lead them along the way, and by night....” (Exodus
13:21) This pillar would be the ancients way of describing the exhaust of a spacecraft. At
night it would look fiery against a dark sky, and by day the exhaust fumes would appear
white, like a cloud. Even Enoch didn't have to die in the usual sense, to go to heaven;
“Enoch [simply] walked with God, and he was not, for God took him!...” (Genesis 5:24)
Took him? How? And where? Did Enoch simply click his heels together, like Dorothy, in
The Wizard of Oz? Or did he ascend to heaven in a fiery chariot – i.e., a flying saucer?
Personally, I think the latter is a matter of fact! So verily I say unto you – watch, and
look heavenward; for they are coming!

* * *

Ye gads! – what changes shall be wrought in the coming years! Prepare ye, then, for the
New World Order! The Messiah cometh with His Son!! Brighter than the brightest star!
And every eye shall see Them! – All the inhabitants of the Earth!!!

WE ARE LIVING IN THE BEGINNING DAYS OF
THE ENDTIMES OF THE COMING TRIBULATION.

By Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

A mighty sign in the heavens shall apprise us of the Great One’s return. (Star-traveler,
Lord of Lords, King of Kings!)

From the sky Gods you will hear and know everything. I predict Eternal “God” shall
walk upon this Earth and on that day all shall be stricken with fear and trembling –
everyone, even unto the ends of the Earth!

Terrible upheavals! The high mountains shall be shaken and made low; all, save
some, that is upon the Earth shall perish, and there shall be a Judgment on every man and
woman.
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The kind and the righteous shall He save and protect. But not the hypocrites!

Soon will come another shock, to modify man’s violent behavior, to put back in him
the fear of the One True “God!”

* * *

Behold! The Sky King cometh with ten thousand times ten thousand of His holy ones
(astronauts?) to execute Judgment upon all and to destroy the ungodly!

Then the angels (the extraterrestrial astronauts), the children of heaven, will again lust
after the daughters of man and take unto themselves from among them, wives. Then shall
He make peace with the Elect, and they shall prosper.

But before Peace, a great destruction shall be wrought upon the Earth to cleanse it,
and Men shall know agony for five months and three days; and they shall see the
destruction of his own children and all whom they love, over and over again; but mercy
and peace shall they not attain.

The great light descends from heaven, coming down like a brilliant, many-colored
jewel, and the King of Heaven shall step forward to save the world, “lest all flesh
perish!” (i.e., Commander-in-Chief of astronauts, head Honcho, Big Kahuna – etc....) So
sparkling is his raiment that all the inhabitants of the Earth can not look upon Him
directly.

Then shall the Great and Glorious One sit upon His Earthly throne thereafter. And his
raiment, brighter than the sun and all the stars in heaven (probably phosphoric-type
garments and brightly lit space helmet lights), shall hold the children of Earth in awe, and
He shall judge the world....

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr

* * *

The Antichrist rises out of the Americas; evil and black is his heart. To the dark place
shall shift the turmoil. He tears the world apart. Once, twice, removed from power and
authority; his end hails the new start. You shall know him from his past.
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* * *

“…In God’s high place above the world and the firmament, I proceeded to where
everything was chaotic and horrible: I saw neither heaven alone nor a firmly founded
Earth, but a place terrible and awful! And it was burning with fire. And I asked the angel
(astronaut): ‘For what sin are they bound and on what account have they been cast in
thither?’

“Then said Uriel, the angel of the Lord, unto me: ‘Why dost thou ask, and why art
thou eager for the truth? These souls have transgressed the commandment of the Lord
and are bound here till ten thousand years, the time allotted for their sins, are
consummated.’

“And from thence, I went to another place which was more terrible than the former,
and I saw a horrible thing: a great fire there which burnt and blazed!

“Then I said: ‘How fearful is this place and how terrible to look upon!’ Then Uriel
answered me, and said: ‘Enoch, why hast thou such fear and affright?’ “And I answered,
‘Because of this fearful place, and because of the spectacle of the pain!’

“And he said unto me: ‘This place is the prison of the (evil) angels, and here they will
be imprisoned forever! In this terrible and chaotic corner of the Universe. (Hell!) Yet the
good angels (Souls?) shall bask in the soft light of God’s Eternal heaven.’

“Then Uriel said unto me: ‘Here their spirits shall be set apart (in heaven and hell) till
the great day of Judgment, and the punishment and torment of those who curse forever,
and the retribution for their sins, and for even the false Christendom (the false church).

“‘The cities, as were Sodom and Gomorrah, shall be destroyed first.’ (Armageddon?)
“And there, above the Earth and the firmament, I came face to face with the King of
Heaven, the God of Glory” (Glory means bright light), “and mine eyes saw the secrets of
the lightnings, and the lights and the peels of thunder, by which the Lord executed his
command.”

(Probably taken aboard a UFO, Enoch was bedazzled and bewildered by the maze of
flashing colored lights and booming loudspeakers through which orders were barked.
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Remember: this is a primitive cave dweller, completely ignorant of electricity and
superior energy power and all of its multifaceted uses.)

“…I alone have seen this vision, the end of all things, and no man shall see as I have
seen….”

(From The Ancient Book of Enoch, with commentary by Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr)

The Beautiful Story of Christmas

A modern interpretation by Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr.

I have always believed that the star of Bethlehem was a UFO which led the three Magi to
the Christ child; that Mary was put into a deep sleep by the Archangel/Star-traveler
Gabriel, who, through some form of Extra-Terrestrial artificial insemination, impregnated
her and – Voila! – a superior Human Being, Who was and was not of this world, was
conceived (the “virgin” birth); and “the angel of the Lord” who “appeared to the
shepherds keeping watch over their flocks by night,” was most certainly an
Extraterrestrial astronaut!

A theory: His resurrection could have been the result of the cloning of his DNA. His
“ascension into heaven,” perhaps to the Mother ship and head-Honcho Star-traveler, a
sort of “Beam me up, Scotty!”

Thus, we have the beautiful story of Christmas:

“And God (the good Star-traveler), sent the angel Gabriel (one of his astronauts) to
the city of Galilee, named Nazareth, to a virgin named Mary, who was betrothed to a man
called Joseph; and the angel appeared to her and said, ‘Hail, O favored one, the Lord is
with thee! Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God.

“‘And behold, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you shall call His
name Jesus. He will be great, and will be called the Son of the Most High; and the Lord
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God will give to Him the throne of his father, David, and of his Kingdom there will be no
end; and He will reign over the house of Jacob forever.’

“And Mary said to the angel, ‘How shall this be, since I have no husband?’ And the
angel said to her, ‘The Holy Spirit will come upon thee (advanced technical form of
impregnation?) and the power of the Most High will overshadow you; therefore, the child
to be born will be called Holy, the Son of God.’ (Luke 1:26-35)

…“And there were shepherds out in the field, keeping watch over their flocks by
night. (Again) and “the angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory (very bright
lights) of the Lord shone down upon them, and they were filled with fear.”
(*Throughout the Bible, whenever “the glory of the Lord” is mentioned, I believe this is
meant to refer to a very bright light which, centuries before the advent of electricity,
certainly would have seemed like “glory light,” or a glorious light, indeed.)

“And the angel said to them, ‘Be not afraid; for behold, I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all men; for to you is born this day in the city of David, a
Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this will be a sign unto you; you will find the babe
wrapped in swaddling clothes and lying in a manger.’

“And suddenly there was with the angel, a multitude of the heavenly host (many
celestial astronauts frolicking to and fro, wearing either oxygen tanks or levitating
devices on their backs, often depicted in Christian religion icons and paintings as wings),
praising God and saying, ‘Glory to God in the highest, and on Earth, peace and goodwill
toward men, with whom he is pleased!’... Then the angels went away from them into
heaven…” etc.. (Luke 2:8-15)

And then, of course, there were the three wise men who followed the star of
Bethlehem, probably a very bright UFO: “...And lo, the star which they had seen in the
east went before them (that is, led them), till it came to rest (or stop) over the place where
the child was....”

The Old and New Testament are rife with stories about Star-travelers, e.g., when
Moses brought the people of Israel up to Mt. Sinai: “Thus the Lord spoke to Moses face
to face, as a man speaks to his friend.” (Exodus 33:11)
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And as already mentioned earlier, Psalm 18 is strongly descriptive of a UFO
(Unidentified Flying Object).

The Lovely Story of Easter

“Now after the Sabbath, toward the dawn of the first day of the week, Mary Magdalene
and the other Mary went to the sepulcher. And behold, there was a great earthquake
(hovering spacecraft causing the ground to tremble?); for an angel (astronaut) of the Lord
(head Honcho Star-traveler?) descended from heaven and came and rolled back the stone,
and sat upon it.

“His appearance was like lighting and his raiment white as snow.” [Mathew 8:1-20]
(Probably because of his phosphorus-like, shiny space suit resembling those that the
Earth astronauts wore during the 1969 moon landing.)

Watch the heavens for the return of the Star-travelers Who shall intervene in the
affairs of Man and halt the violence: “And I saw the holy city (gloriously brilliant UFO),
new Jerusalem, coming down out of the heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned
for her husband; having the glory of God, its radiance like a most rare jewel, a jasper,
clear as crystal.

“And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, ‘Behold, the dwelling of God is
with men. He will dwell with them, and they shall be his people, and God Himself
(Supreme Star Chief) will be with them;

“He shall wipe away every tear from their eyes, and death shall be no more, neither
shall there be mourning nor crying nor pain anymore.’ ”

[Revelation 21:1-4 & 11]

Watch! They are coming! And there shall be peace.... And this too shall come to pass….

THE END – AND THE BEGINNING!

Sir Anthony Lonsdale-Carr
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